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Stabilizing impact of high gradient of b on microturbulence
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It is shown here that microturbulence can be stabilized in the presence of steep temperature and
density profiles. Indeed in highb plasmas, pressure profile gradients are associated with high
ub8u52]b/]r, whereb5P/(B2/2m0) andr the square root of the toroidal flux normalized to its
edge value. It is shown here that high values ofub8u have a stabilizing influence on drift modes. This
may form the basis for a positive feedback loop in which high core beta values lead to improved
confinement, and to further increase inb. A gyrokinetic electromagnetic flux tube code, GS2@M.
Kotschenreuther, G. Rewoldt, and W. M. Tang, Comput. Phys. Commun.88, 128 ~1995!#, is used
for analyzing the microstability. In highb spherical tokamak plasmas, highub8u rather than low
aspect ratio is a source of stabilization. Therefore, the effect of highub8u should be stabilizing in the
plasmas of the National Spherical Torus Experiment@Y.-K. Peng, M. G. Bell, R. E. Bellet al., Phys.
Plasmas7, 1681~2000!#. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1585032#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In most tokamak plasmas, heat transport is mainly du
microturbulence. In order to achieve efficient fusion plasm
it is of prime importance to reduce turbulent transport. Su
reductions necessarily lead to steepened density and
perature profiles. With this as motivation, the stabilizing i
pact of ub8u on microstability is studied here. Microstabilit
analyses are performed using a gyrokinetic flux tube co
GS2 ~Refs. 1 and 2!, in its linear version. The initial value
code, GS2, is benchmarked with the eigenvalue codeFULL

~Refs. 3 and 4! at high b. The analytically reconstructe
Miller equilibrium as given in Ref. 5, valid for noncircula
finite aspect ratio magnetic surfaces as well as numeric
computed magnetic equilibria are used. We show that
curvature and the¹B drifts are strongly reduced by hig
ub8u. Once the¹B and curvature drift direction is reverse
by high ub8u, no drive remains for the dominant interchan
instability. As shown in this paper, it is important to includ
the perturbations parallel to the magnetic field,dBi , in the
microstability analysis of highb plasmas, as already pointe
out in Refs. 6, 7 and recently in the context of spheri
tokamak in Ref. 8. Neglecting this component of the fluc
ating magnetic field leads to a severe underestimation of
instability growth rates. But even after includingdBi , the
stabilizing effect of highub8u can induce enhanced temper

a!Electronic mail: clarisse.bourdelle@cea.fr
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ture and density peaking, leading to even higher values
ub8u. As suggested in the case ofE3B shear stabilization,
there is a possibility for entering a positive feedback lo
with respect to turbulence suppression,b8, and enhanced
confinement. Finally it is shown that in highb National
Spherical Torus Experiment~NSTX! plasmas, highub8u
rather than low aspect ratio is believed to be responsible
lower growth rates than in a tokamak case at higher as
ratio and lowerb. Therefore, highb NSTX plasmas are ide
ally suited for the study of a possible route to enhanced c
finement via positive feedback betweenub8u and microsta-
bility. In tokamaks, this effect might play a role in intern
transport barriers~ITBs! with locally very steep pressure pro
files. Unlike E3B shear stabilization, theb8 stabilization
mechanism has the advantages of being independent o
need for external momentum injection and ofr* effects.
Therefore,b8 stabilization may be particularly relevant fo
reactor scales.

II. MICROSTABILITY ANALYSIS CODE
BENCHMARKING AT HIGH b

The tool used for the microstability analysis is a line
gyrokinetic electromagnetic flux tube code, GS2~Ref. 1!.
The gyroaveraged Vlasov equation, coupled to the Maxw
equations, is solved. The growth rates of the unstable mo
are computed. The electrons and ions, passing and trap
respond to the perturbed fields:df, dBi , and dB' . This
1 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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2882 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 10, No. 7, July 2003 Bourdelle et al.
implies that ion temperature gradient modes~ITG!, trapped
electron modes~TEM!, as well as electron temperature gr
dient modes ~ETG! are included. The magnetic mode
known as kinetic ballooning modes~KBM, also called Al-
fvén ion temperature gradients modes, AITG! are also acces-
sible, as well as microtearing modes. In gyroaveraging
Vlasov equation, it is assumed that the Larmor radii and
banana widths~symbolized byr! are much smaller than the
characteristic lengths of the plasma, such as the grad
length~symbolized byLP). The main limitation to flux tube
codes is that they use the ballooning representation, whic
valid at wavelengths~l! much smaller than any gradien
length characteristic of the studied plasma. Therefore,

r!LP ,

l!LP . ~1!

Two of the existing linear gyrokinetic electromagnetic flu
tube codes are benchmarked for high values ofb which are
relevant for NSTX plasmas. Good agreement is found w
these codes, each of which uses a different computatio
method.FULL ~Refs. 3 and 4! implements an eigenvalue ca
culation, whereas GS2~Ref. 1! uses an initial value approac
to find the fastest growing mode. A previous benchmark
these two codes has been published in Ref. 1. Figure 5
Ref. 1 shows good agreement between the two codes fob
values up to 2%, including the effects ofdf anddB' only.
In Fig. 1, the benchmarking exercise is extended to inclu
dBi and values ofb over 2%. The plasma is a an L-mod
discharge from the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor~TFTR!,
shot 49982, atr 538 cm. An ‘‘s–a’’ model MHD equilib-
rium is used. Together with the main ions and the electro
a carbon impurity species is included and a hot deuteri
species representing the neutral beam fast ions is also
cluded. Electron collisions are included, but ions collisio
are neglected. The complete set of parameters used ca

FIG. 1. Results from the initial value and eigenvalue calculations:
growth ratesg and the frequenciesv r in units of vne* vs the local totalb
normalized to abc of 2%. b is proportional to the MHD equilibrium pa-
rametera. Fixedkur i50.4.
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found in Ref. 1. For reference here,R/Lne52 (R/ne)
3(]ne /]r ) 51.48, he54.683, q52.2515, ands51.1025.
For b around its critical valuebc , the drift branch becomes
stable and the kinetic ballooning modes~see, for example,
Refs. 4, 6, 9, 10! are destabilized by interchange with a
Alfvénic wave at sufficiently large pressure gradient. T
kinetic bc found here is infered to be lower than the ide
MHD bc as already observed withFULL in Ref. 4 and also in
Ref. 9. For the drift branch, good agreement between the
calculations is found, withuDvu/uvu<6%. On the KBM
branch, the agreement is also good withuDvu/uvu<15%
~Fig. 1!.

III. IMPACT OF b8 ON DRIFT MODES

The magnitude and direction of the curvature and¹B
drifts are of prime importance. If they follow the direction o
the diamagnetic drift they are responsible for the domin
interchange instability. On the other hand, if their direction
opposite to the diamagnetic drift no interchange type ins
bility appears no matter how steep the density and temp
ture profiles. For a simple picture of curvature-driven ins
bilities, see Ref. 11. Low or negative magnetic shear
known to reduce significantly the amplitude of the curvatu
and¹B drifts. In the following we will show that highub8u
also does so. The stabilizingub8u effect is particularly inter-
esting since it is enhanced by steeper pressure profile, al
ing for positive feedback between steep plasma pressure
turbulence suppression.

In the ballooning or field-line following limit, we as-
sume that the perturbed quantitiesA vary as

A5Â~u!exp~ ins!, ~2!

whereb̂•¹s50 ands5(w2q(c)u), with w andu, respec-
tively, the toroidal and poloidal angles~using a coordinate
system in which field lines are straight!, and q the safety
factor. The exponential factor exp(ins) represents the rapid
cross-field variation with a perpendicular wave vectork'

[n¹s. The factor Â(u) gives the slow variation of the
mode along the field line. An important parameter affecti
stability is the drift frequencyvd5vd•k' , which is

vd5
Vi

2

vc
nvk1

mB

mvc
nv¹B , ~3!

where the normalized curvature and¹B drifts are vk5b̂

3(b̂•¹b̂)•¹s andv¹B5(b̂3¹B•¹s)/B. Here,vc is the
cyclotron frequency.b̂ is the direction of the magnetic field
line andB is the magnetic field strength.

The so-calleds–a analytical equilibrium is valid at high
b and high aspect ratio for circular concentric magnetic s
faces; s is the magnetic shear anda52q2Rb85
2q2Rb(]P/]r )/P. In this case the normalized¹B and cur-
vature drifts are proportional to

vk}cosu1~su2a sinu!sinu,

v¹B}cosu1~su2a sinu!sinu2
a

2q2 . ~4!

e
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In this simplified geometry, a high value ofub8u ~i.e., higha!
lowers the surface average of the curvature and¹B drifts,
and therefore lowers the destabilizing impact of the int
change instability. From the similar ways in whicha ands
enter this equation, one can see that the stabilizing effec
high a can be thought of as being similar to a local negat
shear. A nice physical picture of the stabilizing influence
negative magnetic shear is in Ref. 16. Note thata has also an
effect onv¹B in the center of the bad-curvature region atu
50. This effect is refered as the ‘‘self-dug’’ magnetic well

A more general form of Eq.~4! using the equilibrium
relation¹p5 j3B and vector identities gives

v¹B5vk2 1
2b̂3¹b•¹s, ~5!

where we are using the shorthand notation¹b
[(2m0 /B2)¹p. Therefore the total drift frequency become

vd5S Vi
2

vc
1

mB

mvc
Dnvk2

mBn

mvc

b

2

b̂3¹p

p
•¹s. ~6!

Using a numerical NSTX magnetic equilibrium com
puted by EFIT~Ref. 12!, one may varyub8u and the mag-
netic shears independently to find a family of solutions, a
of which satisfy the Grad–Shafranov equation~see, for ex-
ample, Refs. 13 and 14!. In Figs. 2 and 3, the impact o
magnetic shear reversal on the curvature and¹B drifts is
compared to the impact of higherub8u. The ¹B drift is es-
pecially strongly decreased by highub8u ~Fig. 3!. When the
curvature and¹B drifts are positive, they are able to dest
bilize the interchange. When they are negative, their dir
tion is opposite to the diamagnetic direction and no int
change destabilization is possible. One can note that, in F
2 and 3, the differencevk2v¹B , obtained with an NSTX
computed equilibrium, is dependent of poloidal ang
whereas the simplified ‘‘s–a’’ model gives vk2v¹B

5a/2q2, which is independent ofu. This emphasizes that fo
a low aspect ratio machine a computed magnetic equilibri
is necessary to produce accurate results.

The stabilizing effect of highub8u on the ¹B drift is
known as the effect of the ‘‘self-dug’’ magnetic well. At lon

FIG. 2. Curvature drift vs the poloidal angleu. The effects of multiplying
b8310 ands3(21) are compared.
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wavelengths (k'r i!1) and low frequencies (v!Vci) this
effect is of limited importance, as detailed in Ref. 15. This
because compressional motion acts to maintain perpend
lar force balancedp'1B0dBi /m050, with the consequence
that there is a significant cancellation between the diam
netic drift and the part of the grad-B drift proportionnal t
¹P in the vorticity equation@see Ref. 7, Eq.~63! for details#.
Therefore, if one does not includedBi at highb, the self-dug
well stabilizing impact is artificially overestimated. Hence,
is of prime importance to includedBi for high b microsta-
bility analysis. Nevertheless, for finitek'r i , some stabiliza-
tion from the self-dug well remains possible, as seen in Re
6, 15, 8. Even in cases where the self-dug well effects
mostly cancelled, highub8u still has a stabilizing effect on
the curvature drift~as seen in Fig. 2! via the negative local
magnetic shear~Ref. 16! it induces.

In Figs. 4 and 5, a scan ofb8 at fixedb and at fixedh is
shown for a case with ion modes only (¹Te /Te50 and

FIG. 3. ¹B drift vs the poloidal angleu. u50 is on the low field side. The
effects of multiplyingb8310 ands3(21) are compared.

FIG. 4. Growth rates vs2b8 using a numerical MHD equilibrium, atb
530%, s51.3, ¹Te /Te50, ¹ne /ne50, andh i53. For ITG modeskur i

.0.4, for KBM kur i.0.15. Full line: withdf, dB' , anddBi ; dashed line:
with df anddB' only.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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¹ne /ne50) and for another case with electron modes on
(¹Ti /Ti50 and¹ni /ni50). The equilibrium used is com
puted by TRANSP for the NSTX discharge 106382 at 2
ms. At r /a50.34 where the local totalb is 30%. The mag-
netic shear is fixed at 1.3. In this exercise, is increased
increasing the local pressure gradientu¹P/Pu, keeping all of
the other equilibrium parameters fixed while still satisfyin
the Grad–Shafranov equation~see Ref. 14! solved by
TRANSP numerical equilibrium. The equilibrium is there
fore not globally recalculated but only locally changed wh
scanningub8u. In these scans,b85b(a/Ln)(11h) and h
5 n]T/]r /T]n]/r 5Ln /LT is kept fixed and equal to 3. De
spite the steeper pressure profiles, the drift modes~ITG,
TEM, and ETG! are ultimately stabilized by higherub8u.
This indicates that steep pressure profiles can be stabiliz
causing steeper pressure profiles. However, the KBM rem
unstable at highub8u and thus may limit the achievableub8u.

As expected, the comparison between theb8 scans in
Figs. 4 and 5 with and withoutdBi shows that neglecting
dBi in high b plasmas leads to a clear underestimation of
growth rates as well as an overestimation of the stabiliz
b8 impact.

The magnetic shear is then reduced from 1.3 to 0.3;
being actually the value given by the EFIT equilibrium at t
chosen radius. The sameb8 scan at fixedh is performed. In
Fig. 6, the 2 scans fors51.3 ands50.3 are compared. One
can see that the 2 stabilizing effects of low magnetic sh
and highub8u combine, making it either for high values o
ub8u to be stabilizing.

In summary of this section, the mechanism leading
microturbulence stabilization through highub8u is similar to
the impact of magnetic shear reversal. However, unlike
case of magnetic shear,b8 is reinforced by steeper pressu
profiles, opening the door to positive feedback between st
plasma pressure and good confinement. This is similar to
situation with increased rotational shear stabilization by
creased pressure gradients. We have also shown that neg

FIG. 5. Growth rates vs2b8 using a numerical MHD equilibrium, atb
530%, s51.3, ¹Ti /Ti50, ¹ni /ni50, andhe53. kure.0.3. Full line:
with df, dB' , anddBi ; dashed line: withdf anddB' only.
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ing dBi when analyzing highb plasmas leads to an unde
estimation of the growth rates.

IV. b8 IMPACT ON THE MICROSTABILITY OF A
SPHERICAL TOKAMAK

The main differences between spherical tokamak~ST!
and standard tokamak equilibria are the aspect ratio (A), b
andb8. The NSTX aspect ratio is 1.3 compared to DIII-D
aspect ratio of 2.7. The highest volume average toroidab
obtained in NSTX is about 34%, whereas in standard to
maks it is typically below 3%, but can occasionally reach
to 11% as it has been the case in DIII-D~Ref. 17!. Since we
want to elucidate the separate impact ofb andA as well as
b8, we cannot use a realistic numerical MHD equilibriu
verifying the Grad–Shafranov equation. We therefore use
analytical equilibrium. The tokamak case and the ST ca
match realistic equilibrium values from DIII-D and NSTX
EFIT equilibria at midradius. But the intermediate cas
where A, b, and b8 are varied one by one do not matc
realistic equilibria. The Miller model is used for the poloida
crosssection of the magnetic surface~Ref. 5!. Collisions are
not included here. The parameters for the Miller model a

r /a50.5,D85~]D/]r!/a520.25,

s51.5, q51.5,

k51.5, k85]k/]r50.25,

d50.1, d85]d/]r50.08,

Te5Ti51.5 keV, ne5ni52.1019 m23,

1

T U]T

]rU5a/LT54,
1

n U]n

]rU5a/Ln52, ~7!

r is the normalized square root of the toroidal flux,D is the
Shafranov shift normalized to the minor radius,k is the elon-
gation, andd is the triangularity. Note that the density an
temperature values given here are more relevant for NS

FIG. 6. Growth rates vsub8u as for Fig. 4. Full line:s51.3; dashed line:
s50.3.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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midradius plasmas, but will nevertheless be used for
DIII-D like case in order to isolate the key parametersA, b,
andb8.

For the DIII-D like case,A52.8, b51.2% (B52 T),
and b8520.072. For the NSTX-like case,A51.4, b
530% (B50.4 T), andb8521.8. It is interesting to note
that the radial gradient of the Shafranov shift (D8) is similar
for both equilibria. For a lowb, high A equilibrium,
(D8) r 5a52 (a/R) (bp1 ( l i /2)). This formula is not accu-
rate for an ST plasma. Nevertheless, the fact thatD8 is not
higher in an ST is likely due to similar poloidal magnet
field values in an ST and in a tokamak. In NSTX, the plas
current ranges from 0.5 to 1.5 MA, similar to tokamak va
ues, whereas the toroidal magnetic field ranges between
to 0.45 T, below tokamak values. Therefore, a higheruD8u is
not a clear source of stabilization in an ST despite what w
proposed in the conclusion of Ref. 18. The main results
Ref. 18 used a full numerical equilibrium including bothD8
andb8 stabilization effects. Unlike here, the scans were do
globally by changing the density profile, therefore chang
D8 andb8 simultaneously.

We go from the DIII-D like case to the NSTX like cas
by changing firstA only, thenA andb, and finallyA, b, and
b8, as shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Sinceb852b(a/LT

1a/Ln), rigorously it may seem inconsistent to vary the
separately. But these parameters enter the gyrokinetic e
tions in various ways representing different physics, so i
useful to vary them one at a time.b8 enters the equilibrium
and thusvd as described earlier.b enters Ampe`re’s law and
thus affects the relative magnitude of magnetic and elec
fluctuations, whilea/Ln anda/LT appear in the definitions o
the diamagnetic drifts.

We observe that lowering the aspect ratio stabilizes
modes abovekur i510, the ETG modes. This is due to th
effect of passing particles spending more time on the go
curvature side at low aspect ratio, as already pointed ou

FIG. 7. Spectrum of normalized growth rates.a is the minor radius,cs

5AT/mD , rs5ATmD/(eB). Dashed line: A52.8, b51.2%, b8
520.072; solid line with dots:A51.4, b51.2%, b8520.072; dashed
and dotted line:A51.4, b530%, b8520.072; solid line:A51.4, b
530%, b8521.8.
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the case of passing ions in Ref. 19. The modes betw
kur i51 and kur i510 are slightly destabilized by a lowe
aspect ratio. These modes are dominated by trapped e
trons ~TEM!. At low aspect ratio, the depth of the magnet
well is larger sinceDBT /BT0 . 2A/(A221). Therefore the
fraction of trapped particles is higher. Finally modes belo
kur i51 are almost unaffected; in this range trapped a
passing ions are expected to be the dominating resona
particles. In this case, the stabilizing effect through pass
particles and the destabilizing effect through trapped p
ticles annihilate each other when going to lowerA. Whenb
is also increased from 1.2% to 30%, kinetic balloonin
modes are destabilized at lowku whereas the upper part o
the spectrum is stabilized. In Ref. 8, it is shown that wh
KBM are not destabilized, ITG modes are not affected by
lower A, if b remains at a fixed fraction of the ideal MHDb
limit, which is higher in an ST than in a standard tokama
Finally, when ub8u is increased, all the modes are clear
strongly stabilized. Therefore, the main mechanism resp
sible for the more stable modes obtained with an ST-like
of equilibrium parameters is due to a higher value ofub8u.
This very strong impact ofub8u is confirmed by running the
tokamak-like case changing onlyb8 from 20.072 to21.8.
Indeed in the ITG range, the growth rates are as low as
of the ST like case, and the ETG are completly stabilized.
detailed in Sec. III, the stabilizing impact of highub8u is due
to lower drive from curvature and¹B drifts for the inter-
change instability.

V. POSSIBLE EXPERIMENTAL TEST OF b8 IMPACT IN
NSTX

The fact that the plasma becomes more stable w
higherub8u opens a wider window towards positive feedba
between a steep pressure profile and good confinement.

In Figs. 9 and 10, the normalized temperature gradi
(a/LT) is increased consistently withb8. b is fixed andh
varies, unlike in Figs. 4 and 5 which were obtained at fix
h. Note here that the effect of collisions is not included.

FIG. 8. Enlargement of Fig. 7 in the lowkur i zone for the tokamak-like
case, dashed line, and the ST-like case, solid line.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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steeper temperature profile is likely to be accompanied b
higher temperature, and therefore a lower collisionality t
might enhance the role of trapped particles. Nevertheless
collisions being stabilizing, we are presenting here an up
limit of the growth rates. In Fig. 9, the consistent temperat
gradient scan is compared with a scan whereb8 is artificially
kept fixed. In the latter case, the growth rates reach m
higher values whena/LT is increased. In particular, the
KBM are destabilized. Therefore,b8 stabilization allows us
to avoid triggering KBM. Figure 10 shows that the grow
rates in an ST plasma increase less with higher tempera
gradients and higherh than for a tokamak case. This happe
thanks to higherb, and therefore higherub8u, in the ST case.
In the ST case, the growth rates increase at low values

FIG. 9. Normalized maximum growth rates forkur i,1 as a function of
normalized temperature gradient. Solid line and crosses: the temper
gradient is increased consistently withb8. Solid line and dots: the tempera
ture gradient is increased withb8 fixed at the value it had fora/LT50.

FIG. 10. Normalized maximum growth rates forkur i,1 as a function of
normalized temperature gradient. The temperature gradient is increased
sistently withb8. Solid line and crosses: for the ST-like configuration; so
line and dots: for the tokamak-like configuration as defined in Fig. 7.
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a/LT due to a more important role of trapped particles wh
h,1. Since the trapped particle fraction is more importan
the ST configuration, the ST growth rates become simila
the tokamak ones. Abovea/LT52, the increase of the tem
perature gradient is destabilizing, but much less so in the
case than in the tokamak case. Therefore, in the ST case
stabilization of these lowku modes by theE3B shear is
made easier by lower growth rates. At fixedh, in Figs. 4 and
5, it is shown that positive feedback on the confinement d
to ub8u alone can be reached for sufficiently highub8u. Very
likely a combination of density peaking andub8u stabiliza-
tion would even be more efficient. And as we have shown
Fig. 6, a combination of magnetic shear reversal and h
ub8u is expected to make easier theub8u stabilization. This
possibility of positive feedback is very similar to the on
proposed by Beer in Ref. 18 to explain the enhanced
versed shear modes obtained in TFTR, except that the s
lizing mechanism triggering the improvement was due
higherD8, whereas here it is due to higherub8u.

To test experimentally theb8 impact on microturbulence
one would ideally need a set of plasmas whereTi /Te , Zeff ,
s, q, r!, b, as well as theE3B shearing rate, are kept fixe
while ub8u ~i.e., u¹Pu/P) is increased. More generally, th
clearest demonstration of the role ofb8 would arise if the
E3B shear andb8 could be decorrelated. These constrain
are practically impossible to realize in ab8 scan. Neverthe-
less, there are some ways to approach such a scan: by u
pellet injection in order to peak the density, by applyin
some early heating in the current ramp-up phase to incre
the Shafranov shift and therefore the pressure gradient o
performing a power scan of balanced NBI at fixedBT and
I p . The b8 stabilization might be used to trigger an im
proved confinement regime on its own, but more likely
lowering the growth rates with respect to theE3B shearing
rate. Indeed, similarly, RI modes and certain ITB regimes
believed to be triggered by, respectively, higherZeff and
magnetic shear reversal and then maintained byE3B shear
~see, for example, Ref. 20!.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The behavior of microinstabilities withb8 has been in-
vestigated with a gyrokinetic electromagnetic flux tube co
GS2. It is found that the stability of all types of drift mode
~ITG, TEM, ETG! is strongly increased by high values o
ub8u. It is shown that highub8u reduces the drive of the¹B
and curvature drifts responsible for the interchange insta
ity. This stabilizing impact is overestimated by about a fac
of 2 in high b plasmas if the magnetic perturbations paral
to the field (dBi) are neglected. In highb experimental
spherical tokamak plasmas, it is shown thatb8 has more
impact than low aspect ratio itself on the linear microstab
ity. Experimental tests of this impact are needed, by eit
fruitfully exploiting the easierE3B shear stabilization due
to lower growth rates, or by reaching aub8u high enough to
lead to positive feedback without the help ofE3B shear, but
likely with the help of magnetic shear reversal or dens

ure

on-
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peaking. Initial results from NSTX~Ref. 21! indicate that
thermal ion confinement is exceptionnally good, and the r
of b8 is being assessed.

The stabilizing impact of highub8u might also be rel-
evant in lowb tokamak plasmas when a locally steep pr
sure gradient is maintained without external momentum
jection ~see, for example, Refs. 22 and 23!.
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